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Instrument Calculation Tool

This tool assists mission planners in determining the number of instrument kits to bring and how
many patients may be seen within a given time frame by a predetermined number of clinicians.
Instrument quantities alone may not be the deciding factor in the number of patients treated.
Calculating needs beforehand can assist the team in reasonably predicting the number of patients
that can receive treatment each day. It also ensures that adequate instruments are on hand, elimi-
nating waiting time for instrument processing and allowing practitioners’ time to be used most effi-
ciently. Never compromise instrument processing to allow more patients to be treated.

To determine instrument needs for the trip, first consider four variables:

❍ the number of patients you intend to treat each day; 

❍ the time required to clean, sterilize (or high-level disinfect), and dry instruments; 

❍ the per-cycle capacity of the available cleaning and sterilizing equipment; and 

❍ staffing that is available to process instruments. 

If a fixed number of kits or instruments can be brought to the site, use this calculation tool to esti-
mate how many patients you can treat in a defined period of time. 

TIP: Divide instruments into kits rather than sterilizing them separately. This allows staff to more
efficiently sort, clean, and deliver processed instruments back to the treatment area. Test-run the
kits through the instrument processing equipment that will be used (e.g., autoclave, pressure cook-
er, pot for boiling water) to determine the number of kits that can be processed in a single cycle. 

Instructions for using the instrument calculation tool

Select the process you will be using and determine the number of kits that can be processed in a
single cycle. Process time includes cleaning, packaging, cooling and drying of instruments.
Examples are listed below.

Process Processing time Capacity (# of kits) Kits available per 8-hour clinic day 

Autoclave 60 mins* 8 kits 64 per autoclave

Dry heat 60 mins* 4 kits 32 per dry heat sterilizer

Pressure cooker 60 mins 6 kits 48 per pressure cooker

Boiling water 60 mins 5 kits 40 per pot of water

Chemical HLD 40 mins* 6 kits 48 per container of HLD

* Process times are determined by the manufacturer and may vary significantly among groups of devices or processes. Always consult man-
ufacturer’s instructions when using traditional heat sterilization methods or chemical germicides.

Adding another device or container and additional staff to process instruments can increase
instrument throughput significantly.  Because most processes require at least an hour to complete,
the number of kits brought on the trip can either limit or expand the number of patients that can
be treated each hour (provided adequate personnel also are available). 

Begin with a good estimate of the number and type of cases you expect to treat over a given time
interval and use the methods described above to calculate instrument, personnel, and processing
equipment requirements. 
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